global, discipline-based efforts to advance an undergraduate paradigm with a Lroad.r, transdisciplinary nafrative being written in higher education about ethical and social responsibiiity.
In our readings ftr prepare for this conference, we discovered that aca- 'V?e wanted to push beyond creating a synthesis blueprint of best practices from paradigms of discipline-based undergradu"t" pry.hology. There is a broader 21st century narrative taking shape in hlgher education. It is transdisciplinary, multicultural, pluralistic, and based on information-age demands and student populations that are incredibly diverse, multigeneJational, and made up of digital narives. Undergraduate psychology has a rich story to tell and deserves to be a wellspring for this unfolding narrative. Psychologists have the opportunity to challenge an ever increasing number of students to be critical scientific thinkers and ethical and socially responsible participants in their communities. Beyond psychological literacy as a synthesis metaphor, the integrative outcome anJ aspiration of psychology programs should be about graduating psychologi."ily lir.r",.
citizens for a global 2lst century, starting from the very first course in undergraduate psychology.
In this lead Like our chapter 3 colleagues who wrote about curriculum and our chapter 9 colleagues who wrote about desired outcomes, our readings and analyses of all these resources led us to the conclusion that there now is a consensus in undergraduate psychology education that includes . defined and rneasurable student leaming outcomes, multiple measures and methods to assess these outcomes, a sophisticated pedagogy for diverse student populations who are now citizens of a global community, and quality benchmarks required for academic reviews and program development.
These are rhe means to achieve what we label as psychologlcal literacy as we try also to capture the imagination of broader audiences and constituencies.
As we describe in the next section, our judgment about this consensus was reinforced by discovering similar outcome statements from psychology fac' ulty groups around the world. Hutchings (2004) concluded that "intentional leaming" becomes "integrative leaming" when the campus, college, or department creates opportunities and spaces for "connecting skills and knowledge from multiple sources and experiences; applying theory to practice in various settings; utiIizing diverse and even contradictory points of view; and, understanding issues and positions contextually"; the major fields and professions "serye as the foundations, but integrative leaming goes beyond academic boundaries" (p. 13). Humphreys and Davenport (2005) found that when students were asked about the outcomes of their liberal leaming during college, they were not very explicit. Their responses stayed at the level of general attitudes and intellectual dispositions (e.g., personal maturity, self-management, teamwork skills) rather than more reflective comments about values or ways to transf'er and apply that leaming outside the classroom.
PSYCHOLOGICAL LITERACY IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT
Three formative themes are central in the AAC&U's efforts to renew liberal leaming: acrosrythe-curriculum emphases on intellectual inquiry, expanded opportunities for social responsibility and civic engagement, and integrative learning (Schneider,2003) .In CoIIege Learningfor the New Global. After high school, as the oldest sibling in her f'amily, she went ro work full time but took several online courses through hBr local community colleges. She discovered psychology and became an asynchronous learner and active participant in the introductory course designed by an enthusiastic and highly interactive instructor. She recalls how he constantly addressed studenrc'real world questions with empathy and with many "minihomilies" about the importance of critical thinking and scientific analyses of problems.
After three semesters, without the financial resources to attend college, she enlisted in the military so that she could later reap the educational benefits afforded to veterans. Little did she know that she would need both the medical and the educational benefits. In a wartime combat environment, she was wounded severely and lost both her legs. Three years of rehabilitation followed. Dealing with both depression and dread about the future while hospitalized, she recalled often the lessons leamed from her introductory psychology instructor and called him. He got her involved in an onlin. progr"-to finish her associate's degree, and after being discharged, ,h" ".,.o11"J f,-,11 time in the local public university with psychology as her major.
Maxine always felt challenged to participate in developing her own academic program. There were great interactions among rtrd..rrc and professors, allowing real dialogue to grow and flourish. Her courses were intellectually challenging, but she thrived most on the feedback from regular assessments of what and how she was leaming. Hands-on experiences beginning with her experimental methods lab, followed by communiry data g"ih.ri.rg projects in social psychology, and a service leaming capstone internship consolidated her personal confidence and inspired her emerging commitments.
It took 4 more years for her to complete her baccalaureate, and through an unexpected set of circumstances, Maxine was nominated for local political offtce and won. Three years later, she was electeC to her current statewide legislative position, she thinks it important to ask and does, often: How did an undergraduate degree in psychology prepare someone first for the military, rhen foi d",rastating medical problems, then for success as an online student, then for full-time undergraduate work and off-campus civic engagements, then for getting elected, and now for surviving the rigors of political office? Although Maxine would not be familiar with the term psychological literacy, its critical ingredients underlie the answers to all the above questions. It helped her to think more clearly about complex problems; undeistand the dynamics of multiethnic team work and conflict resolution; probe her assumptions about health and wellness; and critically evaluate altemative decisions about her educational, medical, and career options.
